
 
                        

Signs of The Times: Rediscovering Revelation 
Week One: Because The Time Is Near 
Revelation 1:4-8 
There is no future without God’s grace and there is no 
end without a new beginning

The Apocalypse of John—The Most Misunderstood Book Of The Bible 
How do you know it’s the end of the world? 

Signs of the Apocalypse 
The problem with modern “prophets”

Revelation’s Influence On Church and Culture 
Books, Movies, Music, Art, Literature…. 

But what is it really saying?  This series will take that question on.  
Today—we’re going to learn some historical background on Revelation…

And we’re going to learn what tools to use to interpret it. 

THERE IS NO FUTURE WITHOUT GOD’S GRACE AND THERE IS NO END 
WITHOUT A NEW BEGINNING

Revelation 1:4-8
• John The Revelator & The dates for his Apocalypse (exile on Patmos)
• Written to the Seven Churches—real places, real people, real challenges 
• It speaks directly to Christians who are struggling with assimilation issues. 
• Some of the images that are used are pointedly political - Beast, Harlot, Dragon
• It was never meant to be a coded collection of secrets—it was an open book
• Mainline churches tend to gloss over the strange parts, Evangelicals dwell on them
Revelation is meant to unmask false senses of security, and to invite readers 
to join in the joyous celebration of God’s great story of redemption and 
resurrection. 

As We Read Revelation We Need To Understand Some Things
• Apocalyptic Tradition—highlights the conflict between forces of good and evil
• Contextual & Timeless—written for a moment, but lessons for all times 
• Spiritual Meaning—a vision for a new world and a new way of being
• Hope Filled—just when you think it’s all going to fall apart… 

THERE IS NO FUTURE WITHOUT GOD’S GRACE AND THERE IS NO END 
WITHOUT A NEW BEGINNING



sermon extras &  
further reading 

FOR FURTHER READING: 
Revelation and The End of All Things 
Craig R. Koestra 

Reading Revelation Responsibly  
Michael J. Gorman 

Revelation For Everyone 
N.T. Wright  

SUBSCRIBE TO THE PASTORCAST PODCAST  
PastorCast Podcasts can be found by:  
• Listening online through the “Audio” page of Pastor Leon’s  website leonbloder.org 

or leonbloder.com  
• Searching for “PastorCast Weekly Podcast” in iTunes 
You can also subscribe to our podcasts from iTunes and receive them automatically.   

Subscribe to the Pastor Leon’s Daily Devo emails through our church website.  
The daily devotionals will be posted on Pastor Leon’s blog, linked on his Tumblr 
account, the church’s Facebook Page and Twitter.   

http://leonbloder.org
http://leonbloder.com

